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CHAPTER I 
- INTRODUCTION 
For JIOst adolescents ~ starting high school requires adjustments to many 
things. They mst find their way down unfamiliar hallways, meet new teachers 
and peers, become acquainted with a multitude of new forms and terms, and set-
tle into a new routine. The compleri ties of high school entrance vary 
considerablr with the school involved, as well as with the background of the 
individual student. Fbr most freshmen, however, the process includes at least 
some bewilderment, and some feelings of confusion. As Wright points out: 
They are like17 to feel strange and quite lost in their new surround-
ings. They are unacquainted with the routines and rules of the school; 
the building itself is new; the teachers are strangers; and moving from 
class to class is a new experience. They are not acquainted with the 
extracurricular aoti vi ties and the traditions of the school. Often, 1 
they find themselves assigned to groups in which they have no friends. 
Another problem area for maJ7\Y' students is the one of status. In their 
e1ementar,y school, as eighth graders, the,y were the 'big wheels'. Younger 
students looked up to them, and they may have been entitled to privileges 
denied to those in the lower grades. Now, as freshmen, they find themselves 
starting at the bottom again. Because this occurs as they are in early 
lBarbara H. Wright, Practical Handbook for Group Guidance (Chicagol 
Science Research Associates, 1948), p. 73. ---
1 
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adolescence, a time when selt-importance and status are important, this change 
presents special concerns which must be reckoned with. ' 
Despite these problem areas, the entering students are eXpected to make a 
rapid adjustment to their -new sUrroundings and to conform to the rules and 
traditions ot their new school. In most instances, the adolescents are eager 
to conform and take ;their part in the .group, but the individual may not be sure 
that what he is doing is right. As McKinney indicates. 
'''Where everything seems strange to him, he may be concerned lest he do 
the wrong things - embarrass himselt, or look ridiculous. Fr~uzntl.y 
too, he is concerned about failing or in some way being rejected. 
Helping all new students to experience a smooth, rapid transition into 
high school is the responsibility of the school, including its personnel and 
stUdent body. Towards this end, almost all schools have set up some type ot 
orientation program. These programs vary considerably from school to school 
but, more important, some form ot orientation is practic~ universal. 
Froelich recognizes orientation as Ha service tor wh1eh def'ini te provisioJU!l 
mnst be made. H3 Likewise, Hoppock expresses the idea that "every school has 
an orientation program, whether it recognizes it or not. n4 
2Fred H. McKinney, Counseliy for Personal Adjustment (Boston: Houghton 
mrf'lin Compan:y, 19SB), p. 437. - , 
3Clifford P. Froelich, Guidance Services in Smaller Schools (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1950), p. 81. --
4Robert Hoppock, Group Guidance (New York. VcGraw-Hill Book Company, 
Inc., 1949), p. 19. 
"EW' 
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In most oases, then, the question for sohool authorities is not whether 
or not to organize an orientation program, but how to make ita meaningful one 
for their inooming students. It is here that the problem seems to lie. 
It is the hope of this writer to explore various aspects of this problem, 
and to propose possible guidelines towards reaching solutions. It must be 
remembered, however, that while some techniques or principles may have been 
successful in some schools, this does not mean that they will achieve the same 
results elsewhere. Many factors (see Chapter II) must be considered. 
Unfortunately, inexperienced administrators may tend to ignore basic principles 
or may not understand what· they are trying to accomplish. Too often, haphazard 
and meaningless programs result from this • 
. J6a:r:ry individuals and groups have been concerned with various aspects of 
orientation, usua~ in connection with other aspects of the school guidance 
program. There is considerable disagreement on what the program should consist 
of and, even, on what the term orientation means. 
A few individuals still view orientation in its narrow sense - as a 
fairly limited series of events, usu~ held early in the school year. For 
example, Frank Jliller points out that. "Orientation is a responsibility that 
is otten associated with school-wide activities of a group nature designed to 
acquaint the student with school facilities, time schedules, regulations, etc." 
In a slightly broader context, Carroll Miller states. "we shall content our-
selves with viewing orien~tion as one of the guidance services intended to hel 
i 
'Frank W. JI1.ller, Guidance Principles and Services (Columbus, Ohio. 
Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc., 1961), p. 8&. 
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the newcomer beo01ll8 acquainted with, UDderstaDd, aDd learn to live in a new 
situation.n6 
In both of these instances, orientation is subjected to limitations and 
viewed largely" as a means of aoqU-ainting new students with neoessary rules. 
If this were all that the entering student needed to learn, orientation 
programs oonoeived from this basis would be satisfactory. Most individuals, 
though, do not aooept this limited view. 
The most prevalent moderp view is of orientation as a continuous prooess 
rather than as a series of events during the first week of sohool in September. 
A sampling of 'oontinuous prooess' definitions reveals the following: 
Certainly, one of the emphases in orientation is acquaintanoe 
with a new environment, but orientation has a far greater 
import than mere introduotion to a setting. Orientation is a 
continuous prooess which is going on all the time for pupils. 7 
••••• orientation is a mntual prooess of learning on the part of 
new students, the faoUlty, and student body of an institution, 
whereby eaoh group beoomes better acquainted with the other and 
participates in an ongoing prooess whioh will help the new 
students to become an effeoti vely functioning part of the in-
stitution, and help the institution to beoome responsive to the 
needs of a changing student body. H 
Orientation is a learning prooess that promotes mntual under-
standing between pupils and faoulty for the purpose of assisting 
6carroll H. Miller, Guidance Servioes (New York. Harper and Row, 1965), 
p.121. 
7 Janet A. Kelley, Guidanoe and Curriculum (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 
Prentioe-Hall, Ino., 19S5), p. 177. 
8Margaret E. Bennett, Guidanoe in Groups (New York: MoGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Ino., 19S5), p. 134. . 
•• 
a pupil in 'becoming a fUnctional unit in his new school 
envirolDlent. Effective orientation is an integral part ot 
an educational program. 9 
Orientation is defined as a process •••• Through orientation 
the individual new to th~_situation is assisted in a re-
consideration of his goals and purposes. IO 
While the word choice differs, most ot these definitions are similar in 
meaning. These individuals and man7 others realize that orientation, to be 
effective, mast include tar more than merelY the traditional orientation 
aSSEmbly. They accept, in varying degrees, the challenge this presents to 
school counselors, administrators, and teachers. The r~tionale behind this 
approach to continuous orientation is swmned up well be Robert Hoppock 'When he 
says: 
Orientation, to be effective, requires more time than a day or a 
week at the beginning of a term. New problems contime to arise, 
to puzzle, and to embarrass the new student all through his first 
term in a new institution. As these problems arise, he needs time 
and opportunity to discuss them with tellow students and with a 
good counselor.ll 
Oertainly, ina well organized, complete program ot orientation services, 
the incoming freshman would not be handed a list of rtlles, listen to school 
authorities I speeches on opening day, and then be expected to have no further 
9te~ter D. Orow and Alice Orow, Organization and Oonduct ot Quidance 
Services (New York: David McKay Oompany, Inc., 196$), p. 374. 
10sruce Shertzer and Herman J. Peters, Guidance (New Yorka The Macmillan 
Oompany, 196,), p. ,7. 
llHoppock, ~. ~., p. 11. 
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adjustment poblems. The ~aditionallsts Jlight argue that orientation services 
had, in faot, been provided, but most modern educators would doubt the adequacy 
of such a meager program. Unfortunately for many ninth graders, however, some 
schools or school systems have 'not yet oaught up with the times. This view-
, 
point has been ably expressed by many, including :Margaret Bennett: 
The statement that orientation is a process, not an event has been 
quoted sO many times in the last twenty years that it seems some-
what trite. However, even most recent reports of orientation programs 
suggest that many changes are still needed to make orientation a more 
meaningfUl process.12 
One may wonder why such inadequacies exist and what can be done about 
them. This, it seems, is ~ multi-sided problem. First, there are still many 
administrators who, taking. a traditional view, consider orientation in its 
narrowest sense. For many students, this may be adequate, but there are also 
many for which this approach is totally inadequate. There are also some 
a~ni8trators who consider the goal of the orientation assembly to be an 
introduction of various staff members. In these schools, the assembly consists 
of a series of speeches, usuallTwith an i~ealistic emphasis. This does not 
o.f'ten result in a meaning:fUl program. still other administrators fail to 
consid,er the background Qf their student body in making plans. 
It should be noted at this point that there are many schools and school 
systems whose administrators and guidance workers are doing an excellent job in 
providing meaningfUl contirmous programs. These individuals, however, need to 
be joined by more of their fellow administrators who do not plan their programs 
as expertly. 
12Bennett, .2e. ~. " p. 133. 
Towards this end, Peters and Farwell state the follmdng ideasl 
Perhaps one of the most negleoted areas in the school guidance 
program is the area of orientation. It is not neglected from 
., 
the standpoint that brientation does not occur, because bY' happen-
stance the individual becoJlles oriented to his new surroundings, but 
neglected because orientat.ion is viewed too narrowly: and there is a 
lack of organization· of the program in most schools.13 
'What have Peters and Farwell said? First, they appear to agree with 
Hoppock on the neoessity of orientation being a part of eve17 school's guidance 
program. They also disagree with the traditionalists' narrow view of orienta-
tiQn, and suggest the need for better planning. But, more important, they 
suggest the existence of faotors other than a formal orientation program which 
enable the student to become adjusted to high school. Inoluding suoh things as 
social baokground, upperclass friends, and his peer group, they must be 
considered when plans are made. Robert Hoppock agrees with this when he 
defines an orientation program as tra conscious effort to improve the prooesses 
of orientation already fUnctioning."14 Too often, these aspects are ignored 
by untrained administrators. 
The solutions to th~ inadequaoies which sometimes exist in high sohool 
orientation programs a,:-e not easily overoome. There is no magio solution. 
This writer, however, hopes to provide guidelines and suggestions aimed toward 
improvement of various facets of a oontinuous orientation program. But, there 
are other factors which this thesis cannot hope to help. Probably' the most 
l3Herman J. Peters and Gail F. Farwell, Guidance: A Developmental 
Approach (Chicagoa Rand McNally and Company, 1959), pp. 231-232. 
14Hoppock, ~. .2!i. i p. 19. 
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various indi'rldu.a1s i.nvol?ed in settil'lg up the orientation program. It proper, 
thoughtful. concern is evidenced toward de't'eloping an effeetiTe orientat!.on 
program, the incoming students, the guidance program, and the school and the 
community in general all stand"""to benefit a great deal. If, on the other 
hand, the administrator o:r guidance worker in charge does a haphazard, in-
effective job of planning, many needless student problems are likely to 
develop. It is the reaponsibili ty of the individuals involved to decide which 
of these alternatives they would prefer to see happen in their school, and to 
their incoming ninth grade stUdents. 
CHAPTER II 
GOAtS OF ORIENTATION 
JUst as there are several definitions of the word orientation, there is a 
variety of opinions on the purposes and goals of orientation. Some of this 
variation is due to the overall and guidance philosophy of a school or district 
some is due to the facilities of the schoolS some is due to the type of student 
body. All of these facto~s, plus others, mst therefore be considered by those 
who are setting up an orientation program. 
Unfortunately, in most circumstances, these variables cannot possibly be 
evaluated scientifically.' They do not fall into neat little categories, nor 
do they lend themselves to most types of experimental designs. Ohlsen points 
this out when he states I 
Though a mmber of studies have been done" the real infiuence of 
specific programs is difficult to assess. In part this is true 
because so many val1.ables are involved. Sometimes little effort has 
been made to control the important variables.10 
This writer feels prompted to add that" sometimes, nothing .2!!!be done to 
control variables. In public schools at least" the administrators have little 
control over what t1J)es of stUdents enter the school. In existing buildings, 
l~erle JI. Ohlsen, Quid8.nce Services in the Modern School (New York! 
Harcourt" Brace and World, Inc., 1964), p. 332. 
10 
11 
there is little control over faoilities. Even school philosophy is often 
difficult for one person or a small group to alter. Consequently, 
scientifically planned research is dif'ficult, if' not impossible. But, the need 
for improvement of orientation 'programs is still there and very important. 
A glance at stated objeotives or goals for various types of schools or 
systems reveals the wide differences which exist. Fbr example, Saalfeld 
discusses the objectives of orientation programs f'or Catholic schools. He 
ennmerates them as follows: 
1. To introduce the new stUdent to the school program, personnel 
and plant. 
2. To integrate the student into the larger social group.' 
I 
3. To assist the student to asswme responsible school citizenship 
and self-direction. 
4. To form the desirable attitudes and to provide the motivation 
that are characteristic of the Catholic school in general and 
of this Catholic school in particular. 
,. To establish cooperative home-school relationships.17 
Notice that Saalfeldts set of objectives goes far beyond merely a 
physical introduction to facilities. Just as Catholic schools are concerned 
with the intellectual, religious, and social development of' the individual, so 
the orientation program should be set up to aid growth in all of these factors. 
This type of continuous program requires close oooperation between the school, 
17Lawrence J. Saalf'eld, Guidance and Counseling for Catholic Schools 
(Chicagor Loyola University Press, 1958), pp.4600047. 
" I 
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home and church, and a mnlti-sided approach whioh will vary according to the 
individual school. 
Public schools usuall7 operate under a someWhat different overall 
philosophy, and, thus, their sYstems of orientation fUnction differently. 
Again, individual schools and school systems have implemented orientation 
programs and goals to suit their unique situations. To illustrate this, one 
need only examine stated objectives of a variety of public school systems. 
In Tucson, Arizona, a lIlOderately-sized urban area, the schools' orienta-
tion programs are guided by the following set of objectives: 
1. To create in the minds of first semester students a sense of 
'~elonging" in the ~chool. 
2. To make first semester students more familiar with the physical 
plant and routine of the school. 
3. To make first semester stUdents more familiar with curricular and 
extra-curricular offerings in the school. 
4. To bring about a better understanding on the part of the parents 
of advantages, requirements, and regulations of the school.l~ 
The differences between these objectives and those suggested for use in 
catholic schools are remarkable, and largely due to the philosoph7 which in-
"filtrates each system. In Tucson, orientation appears to be viewed in a more 
limited manner. NOtice the emphasis on orientation to a building, rather than 
to an entire way of life. The recommeDdationS for Tucson schools stress 
limited activities in the first semester, rather than the more progressive 
continuous orientation approach. C,row and Orow, in later discussion, mention a 
high school visiting day for eighth graders and a parents' night, as well as an 
l8Crow and Orowl ~. ill., p. 377. 
e 
- attendance tollow-up on those who do not report in the fall. B;r almost any: 
standards, this would be considered an extremely limited program of orientation 
activities and services. 
Various guidance textbooks contain suggested o~jectives for schools or 
school systems to follow in setting up their own orientation programs. A 
selection of these, plus critical comments, follows. 
According to Vortensen and Schmuller, the purpose of the orientation 
program is "to help each person feel at home in a new surrounding or activity 
by helping him to understand the traditions, rules, and offerings of the school 
and its activities."l9 Again, the emphasis seems to be on physical orientation 
to facilities -- a .rather limited, traditional view. Mortensen and Scbmuller 
also seem to indicate that a knowledge of "traditions, rules, and offerings,,19 
is all that is necessa17 to orient an incoming student. )(any modern educators 
would disagree strongl,. with these limitations •. 
Andrew and Wille,. make the following suggestions tor suitable orientation 
purposes I 
1. To acquaint the stUdent with the new school, its facilities, 
pr~ctices, procedures, traditions, regulations, and the facult,.. 
2. To assist the student in becoming acquainted with 1'lture classmates. 
3. To gather information about the student that will be helpful. in 
assisting him to make an adequate and wholesome adjustment to the 
new school. 
19Donald G. Mortensen and Allen K. Sehmu1ler, Guidance in Today's Schools 
(New Yorkl John WUe,. and Sons, Inc., 1966), p. 309. 
4. '1'0 proVide the student with a tee1ing ot be10ngingness.20 
Programs organized according to Andrew and Willey-'s set of objectives 
will be much more comprehensive and continuous than those which follow 
Mortensen and Willey-'s objectives. This would be most suitable for progressive 
schools with an abundance of faoi1ities in a fairly- stabilized community-. 
An extremely- comprehensive set of orientation objeotives or goals are 
suggested by- Bennett. She proposes that orientation be set up so as to: 
1. Help the newcomer become acquainted with the new institution--
its histor.y, traditions, purposes, physical plant and facilities, 
faculty- and student body, rules and regulations, curricular and 
extra-curricular opportunities and special services. 
2. Guide the newcomer in a reconsideration of his goals and purposes 
in relation to increased self-knowledge and in the perspective of 
his new opportunities for personal development as a basis for 
wise choices of experienoes. 
3. Assist the newoomer to improve his skill in making desirable 
adjustments within the new environment and in utilizing his 
various new opportunities. 
4. Guide the newoomer in the interpretation aDd integration ot hi. 
varied experiences in a wider social environment in order to help 
him to broaden and deepen his perspeoti ve on life and plan intel-
ligently- for the future. 
S. Provide opportunities for" the faculty- and student body to become 
aoquaintedwith the newcomers, to become aware of their needs and 
their potential contributions within the institution, and in 
cooperation with them to re-examine and adapt curricular and ext21-curricular opportunities in the light of this new understanding. 
20nean C. Andrew and Roy- De Ver1 Willey-, AdDdnistration and Organization 
of the Guidance Program (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1958), p. 227. 
21Bennett, ~. ~., p. 134. 
According to this set ot goals, orientation 1s a tar-reaching, a11-
inclusive process. Certainly,a program set up to correspond to these goals 
would have to be very comprehensive and fiexible in order to meet the needs ot 
individual members of the incondng class. It requires careful forethought and 
planning by a trained administrator, and close cooperation between the high 
school and the home, community, and sending (elementary or junior high) school. 
Jlargaret Bennett's t1})e of suggestions would certainly not ~e suited to schools 
with limited facill ties, untrained personnel, or those located in unstable 
communities (those with high mobility). It puts great emphasis on the orienta-
tion program, almost to the point of considering it as a solution to all 
possible problems, an e~ggerated expectation. 
Fbr schools with more limited resources, other, more feasible solutions 
exist. Besides suggested goals or purposes as previously stated by Mortensen 
and Schmuller and those suggested for the Tucson schools, two more emerge as 
possibilities. The first of these is that reported by Ferguson, who states 
simplyl "A purpose in orientation is to help pupils make effective adjustments 
during certain critical transition periods in their school lives. n22 This 
extremely generalized goal can be met in a wide variety of ways, depending on 
the type of program which might best suit an individual school and its stUdent 
body. Ferguson's specifications depend, to some extent, on how one interprets 
certain key words such as "help", "adjustments", and "transition periods". 
22Donald G. Ferguson, Pupil Personnel Services (Washington, D.C.I 
The Center for Applied Research in Education, Inc., 1963), p. 44. 
-bL 
yet; another qstem ot goals is revealed bT IJ.07d. Nielsen in his 
discussiCll of the orientation program ot Merr.Ul High School# Merril.l# 
Wisconsin. This small. town bas a ninth grade of between 210 and 275 students 
each ;:rear. These students come fran three parochial. schools (25%)# th1rt;1'-
six smaJ.l# rural schools (37.5%)# or the cit1' public junior high school 
(37.5%). 1'hus# their previous educational. backgrounds are quite diverse# 
forcing the orientation program to meet the challenge and suit the needs of all 
of . them. Their orientation goals ~ broadly' stated as follows: 
1. To make the transition from eighth· to ninth grade as smooth 
as possible for all of the 1'oungsters, relieving much of the 
anxiet1' that is frequently present. 
2.· To program students so as to best meet their ind1 vidual needs 
. in class work. 23 
Moat school districts are not; quite so diverse as that in Merr.Ul# 
Wiscona:1n. The MerrJ.1l High School student 1Iho 11 ves on a farm and has 
attended a ra.raJ. school JIII1St become a pan of the same student ~ as the tOMJl 
dwellers who have attended either public or parochial schools. The link 
between these var1ed individuals is essent~ geographical, their d1ff'erence~ 
are JDaDT. 'l'lms# the orientation goals JIII1St be general enough and sutt'icientl3' 
flexible to accomm.odate all. 
The e:mphas:lS in this chapt;er tbwl tar has been to show the wide var1et1' 
ot possible goals which mq be considered when planning an orientation program. 
23IJ.ord Nielsen, "H1ntq Grade Orientation and Prograliud Dg# If The Bulletin 
of the National. AssociatiCll af Secondary Schools Principals, (Vol. 42, No. 
'2Li, Nov. 1958)# p. 49. 
5 rr 
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As shoul.d be obviOUs no one set of goals or objectives can be universallY' used 
The administrator in oharge of planning the orientation program DlIlst 
seleot a sui table set of goals, or must formulate his own set. He DlIlst know 
. 
the charaoteristios of the incoming stUdents and the capabilities of his gui-
dance staff, as well as information about school facilities and programs. 
1fi th these things in his mind, he is in a position to determine what kind of 
orientation goals and programs would best serve the needs of his school and 
student body. 
Too often, carefUl determination of goals is not done, usuallY' resulting 
in an ineffective orientation program. Suppose, for example, the adm1nistra.-, 
tion at the Merrill,Wisconsin High School decided to adopt the comprehensive 
goals suggested bY' Margaret Bennett! 
Another goal-oriented error 1tt ich seems to be a favorite with some 
administrators is planning a series of activities and welcoming events without 
giving attention to what theY' are all supposed to accomplish. An opening daY' 
assemblY' is a part of most orientation programs" but care DlIlst be taken to make 
sure it is significant and corresponds to the overall goals for that particul 
school. A series of haphazard, meaningless speeches might result otherwise. 
The importance of setting relevant goals cannot be overemphasized, for 
from meaningful goals results a more meaningful orientation program for all 
inCOming freshmen stUdents. 
Once the ~oals are selected" the administrator's next task is to decide. 
what programs and techniques will best fit these needs. In most schools, a . 
varietY' of services must be offered, resulting in what is usually' referred to 
as contirmous orientation. This system begins during the student's final year 
L 
18 
in elementary school or junior high school, and extends well into the freshman 
year of high school. In some areas, it may last even longer. 
There are many reasons why continuous orientation is preferred toa more 
limited system. It has been determined that the orientation program should 
help the freshman student in several areas. It is inconceivable that all of 
this can be tully accomplished in one program on opening day in September, no 
matter how well planned that program may be. Along this line, Clifford 
Froelich points out that: 
The orientation program is confined to the first day in some 
schools. The persons who plan such a program must have remarkable 
faith in the efficacy of their orientation process. To expect that 
in one day - even a long one -- stUdents can gain the necessary 
knowledge and appreciation to make a satisfactory a~iustment to the 
new school is, in the author's opinion, foolhardy.24-
Unfortunately, some administrators feel their orientation responsibilitie, 
have concluded after the ini tial assembly. They may then wonder why adjustment 
problems still continue to plague their students. 
Froelich suggests purposefUl orientation for the entire first semester. 
Moser and Moser add to this by stating t 
Orientation is usually thought of as an activity at the beginning of a 
new school situation, but a large part of orientation is accomplished 
during the last part of the year preceding transfer to a new school. 
Orientation is a continuous process, not merely a group of activities 
at the beginning of a new phase. 
24Froelich, ~. ~., p. 83. 
2,Leslie E. Moser and Ruth Small Moser, Counseling and Guidancet An 
E!Ploration (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.z Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), p. 99.--
19 
'!'hus, we have the introduction ot the role ot pre-entrance activities 
which are frequently included in orientation programs and 1'1rther expand the 
scope and time of the program. 
-
. The additional services provided in a program of continuous orientation 
increase the possibilities of including help aimed toward solutions to problems 
which various individuals may be encountering. Such a program does a more 
adequate job of handling a complex adjustment situation than does a single 
event held in early September. 
-CHAPTER III 
ORIENTATION lm'HODS 
The administrator or guidance team faoed with the task of organizing a 
comprehensive orientation program has quite a challenge to meet. Once the 
goals are determined, the next step is developing suitable programs, activities 
and services to meet them. Usually, this begins some time during the semester 
prior to the students' expected entrance. At that time, initial contacts are 
made between the high scho~l and the elemen~ry schools from which the students 
will oome. If the high' school is publio, there is usually a stated number of 
• feeder' or 'sending' sohools with which the high school guidanoe personnel 
deal ammally. The situation becomes somewhat more oomplex where private or 
parochial high schools are concerned, because their selective admissions 
polioies and wider geographical base usually enlarge the number of schools from 
which the inooming freshmen will arrive. 
Regardless of these differences, many individuals have emphasized the 
importance of close cooperation between the high school and the several 
elementary schools (or junior high schools) as the orientation prooess unfolds. 
One reason for this is suggested by strang and Morris. 
Smooth transition from elementary school to high school, whether it 
occurs at the sixth or eighth grade, requires good reciprocal 
relations between the two levels. Useful records must be sent ahead 
20 
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by the elementary school and used by the counselors and teachers 
in the secondary school.26 - , _ 
Thus, is introduced the question ot records. The elementary school has a 
wealth or information of all sorts about each of its students. The high school 
personnel, as they attempt to plan an effective orientation for these students, 
must understand the types of students with which they 'Will be dealing. They 
DDlst also know each individual's record in order to help him plan his high 
school program. 
Unfortunately, some elementary schools still consider it an intrusion to 
have high school personnel using its records. These schools and their 
administrators should put the welfare of the student in a foremost position 
and be more flexible about sharing relevant information and documents. 
But, sharing records is only one phase of the needed cooperation between 
the elementary schools and the high school. In almost every high school 
orientation program, the initial s~ep concerns visits, either reciprocal or 
one-way. During the student's final semester in elementary school, he may be 
asked to visit the high school for a day, or a portion ot a day. Quite otten, 
the high school counselors also visit those schools Which traditionally send 
students to that high school. These visits have various purposes and can be 
planned in several ways. They are usually referred to as pre-admission 
activities, which Hamrin describes as followsr 
26auth strang and Glyn Morris, Guidance in the Classroom (New York: 
The 1facmillan Company, 1964), p. 102. 
Pre-admission services, of oourse, take place before the new 
class enters the high sohool and have as their major objective 
the creation of favorable general attitudes toward, and a 27 
general understanding of the new school by entering students. 
How can these purposes be .. Jl.ccomplished? Let us begin by looking at the 
counselor's visits to the elementary schools. For most students, this is the 
first official contact he has with the school he will enter the following 
autumn. The counselor is, therefore, in a position to begin to lay the ground-
work for a smooth transition into high school. Mortensen and Schmuller discuss 
I 
several things which the counselor can accomplish at this time: 
a. Holding get-acquainted interviews with each pupil. 
b. Describing school curricula, and registration for courses 
for following year. 
c. Describing extra-curricular activities. 
d. Displaying school publications. 
e. Testing and collecting pupil data 
f. Explaining pupil personnel services in reoeiving sChool.28 
Not all visitations take this form. For eDlDple, in some schools, (c) 
and (d) are lett until the student visits the high school, whether this is 
during the semester prior to entrance ox- whether it is not until the first day 
of school in September. 
27S• A. Hamrin, Initiating and Administering Guidance Services 
(Bloomington, Ill.: McKnight and McKnight Publishing Company, 1953), p. 10. 
2Buortensen and Schmuller, 2£. cit., p. 310. 
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Testing is another area which leads to muoh variation, both in the tests 
administered and the time that this is done. Private sohools usually give 
aohievement and/or aptitude tests before admitting a pupil. In public schools, 
a battery of tests is administered either in the eighth grade or soon after the 
student enters high school. Thus, the counselor mayor may not have recent 
test data available to him when he makes his pre-entrance visit. 
Typically, his visit centers largely in helping the stUdent to select 
courses for the foll~ year, explaining basic· information about the school, 
and answering any questions the stUdent may have. Quite often, the stUdent 1 s 
parents are also invited to attend this meeting and participate in the 
discussion. This is especially usefUl in the selection of courses, as the 
parents will then have a hand in helping their child plan his freshman program. 
Sometimes, high school students also visit the elementary schools during 
the spring to talk to the eighth graders. Ruth Fedder describes otte such 
program. 
A Speaker's Bureau was organized and ninth-graders were chosen to. 
return to their own elementary school to speak to the eighth grade 
about the high school. Student council and faculty representatives 
accompan:J.ed them and spoke in each elementary school. A ninth-
grade member of the newspaper staff went to distribute a special. 
I'Newcomer's Issue" of the school paper.29 
This type of program appeals to eighth graders because the speakers are 
\ 
close to their own age group. In cases where the high school stUdents return 
~---------------------------------"-.--.. '---
29Ruth Fedder, Guidi§f Homeroom and Club Activities (New Yorkt )(cGraw-
Hill Book Compa~, Inc., 19 9), p. 203. 
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to their former elementary sohools, the eighth graders are likely to know some 
of the speakers personally_ They can, therefore, identify' with the feelings 
and attitudes of these visiting stUdents. 
Too often, the emphasis ilevisi ts to elemeJrliary schools is on the 
counselor or administrator I s speech. Students' views on some topics, such as 
school activities and traditions, would be much more meaningful to the eighth 
grade stUdents. 
High School Visitations 
A second part of the pre-entrance activities in some districts involves 
a visit by eighth graders to the high school. Typically, this takes place 
during the spring preceding their graduation and is held on a school day. 
Naturally, the coop~ration of the elementary schools is involved in allowing 
these stu.dEllts to be dismissed from school so that they can make this visit. 
When the students am ve at the high school, they may be ushered into the 
assembly hall for a program which introduces them to school activities, 
traditions, personnel, etc. If facilities and. timing allow, they may be given 
a tour of the , school by upperclass student guides. In some schools, this 
includes visits to typical olasses. Oocasionally, some testing is conducted 
during this day. 
This type of visitation helps to prepare the stUdent for his school 
entranoe later that year. He can see the rooms where he will be attending 
classes, meet some of the administrators, counselors, or faculty members with 
whom,he will have contact, and. observe students in classes. Thus, his physical 
orientation to the building is eased at an early stage. 
In some schools, this type of spring visitation is considered impractical 
If the incoming class is large, their presence may cause considerable dis-
ruption of normal class routine, particularly if classroom visitations are 
included as part of the J'Ogram~"- Also, facilities may not be adequate to handle 
both the regular high school student body and all of the visitors. Suppose, 
for example, that the auditorium doubles as a· study hall. Holding an orien-
tation assembly during the school day would then be difficult, if not 
impossible. Then, there is the question of dis~ssing the stUdent guides so 
that they can assist in the pro~, and upsetting the normal routine of the 
administrators and counselors involved. However, if all of these problems can 
be solved, a spring visitation can be a valuable experience for the eighth 
grader. It can either precede or follow the counselor's visit to the 
elementar,r schools. 
Yet another way in which the high school and elementary schools can 
cooperate is by including the eighth grade teachers in preliminar,y planning. 
One example of this is described by Frank Iftller, as he discusses a system 
which has been used in North Chicago, Illinois. 
The staff begins the orientation program by meeting with the 
eighth grade teachers of the districts from which stUdents are 
drawn. The entire program is explained to them in order to 
obtain their criticism and support. It is felt that much is 
to be gained by working with these grade school teachers, because 
they are alreadY acquainted with the students who will enter 
North Chicago • .30 
This type of program 'ftOuld be excellent if the proper degree of inter-
school cooperation can be established, and if the district is one of low 
30p0z.ank Jliller, p • .354. 
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teacher and student lIlObili ty. In an area where a good percentage of the 
students are likely to ·move in the six months between this meeting and high 
school entrance, or in an area where a sizeable portion may attend other high 
schools (private or parochial), much wasted effort may result. In the proper 
circumstances, much can be gained, however, by consulting the eighth grade 
teachers or by asking them for anecdotal records. 
Regardless of the type of pre-admission, springtime contact, the emphasis 
should be on areas which are then of concern to the student. Specific informa-
tion regarding procedures, time schedules, etc. will only have to be repeated 
the following fall, and thus might better be saved until that time. The over-
all emphasis should be on student's programs and creating a good impression for 
the students toward the schoo11'1hich they 'Will be attending in a few months. 
The Fall Freshman Assembly 
In.almost ever,r school, the main stress on orientation comes in 
September, either during the opening days of school or at some time shortly 
before the beginning of the new semester. Regardless of the timing, those 
concerned with planning the orientation program almost inevitably include and 
emphasize a freshman assembly. At this j:.ime, the incoming students receive 
their official welcome from the school. 
This assembly can be planned in a variety of ways, in some cases dependin 
on whether or not the freshmen had visited the school the previous spring. One 
such possibility has been used at st. Patrick's Academy, a parochial co-
educational school located in the town of Sidney, Nebraska. 
Arter the introdllctor,r talk by the principal, time was allowed 
t for questions and discussions. Then an outstanding high school 
senior gave' a talk on "How to Make the Most of High School". 
This was followed by a tour of the school and refreshments •••• 
The program was oono1uded with a discussion of freshmen 
schedules and student handbook and an address by an a1wnms of 
st. Patrio~'s presently enrolled in college. His topic was, 
"Haw a Freshman in High School Can Begin to Prepare for College 
or a Career Now".31 . 
17 
Note that this program emphasizes concrete information which is of use to 
the new students (tour, opportunities for questions, schedules, handbook). 
Unfortunately, both the speeoh by the high sohoo1 senior and that by the 
alumnus S~EIIl to be more idealistic than is necessary or advisable. The 
contents of the prinoipa1's speeoh were not disoussed in the artio1e. 
Humphreys and traXler suggest some guidelines for topics to be presented 
in an orientation assembly. This list, which stresses the facilities, 
activities and 'rules of the sohoo1, ino1udes: 
a. The history of the school including its most important 
I and interesting traditions. 
b. The physical layout of the campus and of the prinoipa1 
building or buildings thereon. 
o. The regulations applying to the academic, social and. 
personal life of students. 
d. Available educational opportuni ties I the various curricula 
and the oourses therein; the prerequisites of courses. 
e. Student extra-ourricu1ar activities I student governmentJ 
student newspaper) sooial organizations) dramatics) clubs 32 
based on interest in subjeot-matter fields or professions. 
31Sister M. Xavier, O.S.U., "SuccessfUl Freshman Orientation", 
Catholic School. Journal, Vol. 62, No.5, (May, 1962), p. 49. . 
32J. Anthony Humphreys and Arthur E. Traxler, Guidanoe Services 
(Chicago I Science Researoh Associates, Inc., 1954) p. 194. 
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This list, which can be used in planning college programs as well as 
those on the high school level, suggests many possible 'areas to the alert 
administrator or guidance director. The incoming student should be told about 
.-
these early in the semester J and. the orientation assembly seems the likely 
place. 
Unfortunately, the fact that a "captive audience" has been' assembled has 
prompted too many school officials to take undue advantage of this fact. Some 
of the areas in Humphreys and. Traxler's list could easily be presented in 
written form, and merely emphasized in the selected speeches. For example" a 
lengthy account of the history of the school would undoubtedly not be of great 
interest to many of the stUdents. If all of the informa.tion in their list were 
presented orally, the orientation assembly would have to be unduly long, thus 
removing its initial purpose of encouraging the new students to have a good 
school opinion, and begin school in the right way. 
An effective assembly results from carefUl planning and. cooperation among 
the administrators, counselors, teachers and. students involved. Material which 
will be both usefUl and. interesting for the freshmen should be included. This 
will vary considerably according to the school involved, but most schools do 
include some sort of opening assembly in their orientation program. 
Along with the assembly, printed material is usually distributed. This 
may take the form of a handbook, a special edition of the school newspaper, or 
a collection of mimeographed sheets. Usually, these are designed to supplement 
the speeches presented at the assembly, and to provide ready reference sources 
for the new student's questions. Like the assembly, these printed resources 
must be carefUlly planned in order to be effective. 
t 
School Handbook 
Let us f'irst consider the handbook. '!'his is usually the most compre-
,hensive ot the "assortment ot printed resources. What does it accomplish? 
.--
Robert M. "White considers handbook objectives as two-fold: "the development of 
certain attitudes toward the school, its personnel and program; and the 
providing of information for either immediate use or for later reference.~33 
There are many ways in which these objectives, and any others that the 
irxiividual school wants to impose, can be fulfilled. To discover what informa-
tion was being included, Robert lIh1 te examined 11h high school handbooks, all 
from a midwestem state. He found that, regardless of the school involved," 
there were several items which almost invariably found their way into orienta-
























Rules and regulations 




Report card information 
Curriculum required 
Calendar of events 
Curriculum,elective 
Awards and honors 
A smaller percentage of surveyed handbooks contained information about 
school songs and cheers (50%), the grading system (46%), the school philosophy 
(43%), noor plans (23%), school traditions (16%), or college requirements 
33Robert M. White, "student Handbooks: Observations and Recommendationsft 
The Personnel and Guidance Journal, XXXVII, No. 1 (Sept., 1958), p .. 44. 
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(12%). NOne contained a~ advertisements.34 
\ 
One 'question which frequently arises when orientation hAndbooks are 
proposed is who should plan and write the volume. Sometimes, students who have 
shown previous literary inclinations by joining the yearbook or newspaper 
staffs are recmi ted; in other 8i tuations the student council undertakes this 
as a project. But, too often, much of the groundwork has already been laid by 
the administrator, counselor, or faculty member in charge •. This is likely to 
result ina handbook which is full of rules and lacking in a warm welcome. 
Robert White, in his survey,found that "nearly one-half of them were 
dictatorial in tone. The question arises whether this can be related to the 
observation that two-thirds W'er~ faculty Productions. n35 
It should be considered that a handbook must be read and used in order to 
be effective. If the fresbmen feel that it talks down to them, they are 
likely to disregard it and consult their upperclass friends instead. This is 
less likely to occur if students are involved in all stages of the handbook 
production. s. A. Hamrin points out: 
One of the resources wi thin the school for helping teen-
agers become oriented to a new school situation is the student 
handbook, particularly if it has been prepared by students 
themselves. Those who have gone through a school experience 
recently often have a better appreciation of what is needed by 
the next group than the teacher, to whom the experience is ' 
relatively remote.3~ 
34Ibid., p. 43. 
35Ibid., p. 44. 
36s. A. Hamrln, Chats with Teachers About Counseli!'lS (Bloomington, Il1. t 
McKnight and McKnight Publishing Company, 1950), p. 112. 
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The importance of student partioipation is of ooncern in all phases of a 
effective orientation program, but it has particular relevance to the publica-
tion of a student handbook because of the variety of possible approaches to be 
,.--
considered. 
One locally produced handbook 111 th 'Which this wr1 ter has some familiari t 
i. that which bas been presented to the incoming freshmen at lI'arragut High 
School (Chicago) for the last twelve years. Revised ammall7, its S6 pages 
contain information on almost arry topic. It provides valuable help to student 
seeking information on' study methods, programming, joining extra-curricular 
activities, or seeking counseling facilities, as well as the more traditional 
rules and regulations. Used in the proper spirit, it should provide great 
assistance to Farragut High School's freshmen. 
Orientation Edition of NeWspaper 
Publishing a handbook usually involves a large monetar,y expenditure. In 
some schools, with more llmi ted finances, this is not feasible. Another 
solution has been publishing a special edition of the school newspaper, usu-
ally four pages in length. This enables the stUdents to see in printed form 
some of the same information they might have received in a handbook. Typicall 
photographs of administrators and student leaders are also inoluded, helping 
, . 
the student to recognize these individuals 'When he encounters them later. 
Since a newspaper is much more briet than a handbook, only a portion ot 
the handbook material can be included. The newspaper statf, the stUdent 
~ 
counoil, and their respective faculty advisers (those most likely to receive 
the job or publishing this edition) must, therefore, exercise their best 
al 
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judgment in deciding what to include and what must be excluded. 
U sual.l7, one item which is included in an ed1 torial advising new students 
to work hard in high school, citing various benefits this might lead to. Too 
orten, this fails to realize that not everyone is girted and not everyone want 
to go to college~ In the ~ schools which have a sizeable percentage of 
students f'rom lower socia-economic groups, an appeal should be made which more 
directly relates to their situation. Even in schools in which the student bo 
is from the middle or upper cia~s, most of them will not be academic stars. 
. . 
It is tine to set a high goal, but setting an impossible one will only serve 
to discourage many. 
Another factor which lmst be considered by those planning an orientation 
edition of the newspaper is that the paper is less durable and is likely to be 
kept for a shorter period of time than is a handbook. Therefore, the infor-
mation comained in it should be that which is of immediate concern to the 
stUdents. The inclusion of rules for dismissal at Christmas vacation time, 
example, is unnecessary because few students (if any) will still have the news 
paper at that time. It would be better to include that information in a lat.ft1" 
edition of the new~per or in the daily bulletin. 
One advantage of publishing an orientation ed! tion ot the newspaper ia 
that the newspaper staff is already" formed and is familiar with that type of 
work. Another is that it introduces the freshmen to the newspaper and 
a large prcentage of their revenues from subscriptions. It is, therefore, 
imperative that the newspaper put its best foot forward at an early date, by 




The third alternative in :the area of printed information is that of 
mimeographed material. This is the least expensive way, and also the least 
desirable. Since virtually all schools have their own mimeograph machine, the 
printing can be done at school. Mimeographing, however, eliminates the 
possibility of including pictures and some forms of diagrams, and usually 
results in line arter line of printed material, quite orten emphasizing rules. 
This decreases the interest level, and increases the possibility that it will 
be tossed aside by the freshman. 
Regardless of the type of printed material included in the orientation 
program, it must aim for usefulness and appeal. Unfortunately, some 
without taking into consideration how use~l it is. 
Tours of the Building 
Another portion of the pre-opening day fest! vi t 
tour of the building given by upperclass guides. Ideally, this should not be 
merely an introduction to where certain rooms are located, but an attempt to 
help the new student in tlacquiring the feel of 'old hands' in use of locker 
room and showers for physical education (a traumatic experience for some 
individuals), the librar.r, cafeteria, bus loading, study hall, class passing, 
and other procedures which greatly differ from those in elementary school. n37 
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To be !lOst meaningtu.l, the students should be separated into small groups 
rather than being herded around. en masse as occurs in too many schools. 
Emphasis should be placed on individual reactions, and. the students should be 
.-
given ample opportunity to ask questions. As Stewart and. Warnath point out, 
"the straight presentation of facts is not sufficient for use by many 
students; they need assistance in reacting to the facts and in knowing how to 
make use of the material. n38 
This can be accomplished by having meaningfUl guided tours which 
emphasize the individual. The guides Dnlst,. however, be knowledgeable about 
the school, and understanding about the problel!ls of freshmen. At the time 
they enter high school, a major conSideration is finding their way about the 
building, and making a rapid adjustment. Theirs is a conforming age; they do 
not want to seem different .from the other stUdents or have others make fun of 
their lack of knowledge. 
Need for Continuity 
Thus, the first days of school and. , in some cases, the week prior to the 
beginning of school, are periods of heightened orientation activity. It is at 
this time that the new students' needs are greatest. The school, in most 
cases, is eager to help them adjust -- and also to collect the multitude of 
information that seems to be required of each new student. 
Once these first days have passed, however, too many-school officials 
38Lawrence H. Stewart and Charles F. Warnath, The Counselor and Society 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1965), p. 299. 
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lose interest. "'With other things pressing tor their attention" they may tend 
to lose sight of the. freshmen, all the while protesting that they ~ provided 
an orientation program. 
.~.-
The Homeroom 
But" the students t adjustment problems do not miraculously end at the 
close of the first day of school. Tlms" the orientation program must continue. 
A1ter the opening of school, the center of orientation activities usually 
becomes the homeroom. 
Here" the freshmen have the opportunity not only' to be 
informed about a multitude of new conditions" rules, and 
regulations" but also to pool their individual questions and 
difficulties for helpfUl consideration by teacher" counselor, 
or older student, and tackle thoughtfUlly their problems of how 
best to use their new opportunities and what they as new 
citizens will be able to contribute over the years to their 
school democracy.39 
How lIIlch of this is actually done in the homeroom depends" to a large 
extent" on the school polioy" homeroom teacher" and the length of the homeroom 
period. For example" many of the Chicago Public Schools allow a brief ten 
minutes for the homeroom" hardly enough time for even the most industrious 
teacher to do much more than oheck the attendance" sign notes" and make a few 
brief announcements. 
Fortunately, many other schoo~s have more time. Properly planned" the 
. . 
homeroom can be an exoellent setting for the most progressive group guidance 
methods available. The stUdents are linked together by their lack of 
experience and, while all many not share exactly the same concerns, there is 
39aennett, .2£. £!!." p. 138. 
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likely' to be a great deal or similarity whioh they 'Would like .to 1mOW' about. 
They need not feel embarrassed about voicing their opinions, although, 
inevitably, some will at first. 
Group Guidance Classes 
It might be mentioned at this point that some schools prefer to in-
corporate freshman group guidance into English or social studies classes, or 
to maintain a separate group guidance (or orientation) class. It is not 
important what form is decided upon; it!! impo$nt that some form of ori-. 
entation extend beyond the first 'Week in September. The student who is 
experiencing adjustment poblems must have some source available to help him 
solve them. MUch can often be done through effective group guidance, either 
in providing actual solutions or in helping the student to see that others are 
experiencing the same difficulties as he is. 
In some cases, topics b8ve been brought up in group situations which 
reveal the need for individual counseling on the part or one or more of the 
group members. If the proper groundwork has been laid in the group, this 
should not be a difficult step. As Humphreys and Traxler point out. "Group 
guidance is employed in orienting a student to the guidance services of a new 
school or to new aspects of these services in his present school.,,40 
Ferguson goes one step fUrther in making this transition: 
Like group guidance, orientation activities orten lead to a 
pupil's arranging for individual counseling •••• Many of the 
activities of the guidance program -- such as individual 
counseling, group guidance and orientation activities --
4%umphreys and Traxler, ,2l?. £!!., p. 186. 
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blend imperceptibly one into the other, leading to a rtiher 
and more meaningful school experience for the student. . 
The well organized, effective guidance department will take this into 
consideration when the various portions of the orientation program are planned. 
Parents' Programs 
. TIms far, the emphasis has been on proper orientation of the incoming 
students. Unfortunately, too many schools stop here. This leaves out a 
critical element ~ the parents. It is important that suitable orientation 
programs be planned early in the year for parents of new students. The meeting 
should go far beyond the traditional staff introductions and the speech by the 
Pl'A president. It is essential that the parents be well informed on various 
phases of the school. This will vary somewhat from school to school, but 
several elements seem almost universal. Blanchard and Flaum suggest the 
following I 
••• the school philosophy and the organization of the curriculum, the 
role of the teacher as a guide, a co-worker and a leader, the 
supervisory function of the administrative staff, the routine of the 
school, the growth background of the school, who checks attendance 
and how carefully it is done.42 
This is a large order to fill, but will result in better rapport between 
the parents and the school authorities. The parents will also be in a better 
position to help their children overcome any adjustment problems and under-
stand the causes for them. 
A glance at two sample parents' programs reveals how some schools have 
42Howard L. Blanchard and Laurence A. Flaum, Guidance: A Longitudinal 
Approach (Minneapolis, Minn. I Burgess Publishing Company, 1962), p. 281. 
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attempted to meet the challenge of orienting the parents as well as the 
children. The first is the "concerned parents program" in Warwick, Rhode 
Island schools. 
The orientation prog;am consists of six evening meetings 
held between the months of September and December, during which 
the following areas are explored. guidance; language arts and 
physical education; fine arts; industrial arts; home making and 
business; mathematics and science; and social studies 
Each evening's program is introduced with remarks by a 
representative of the school administration and the department 
head. The parents then follow a schedule o:f half-hour periods 
in classrooms where teachers demonstrate the techniques, 
materials and subject matter covered in the respective courses.43 
Notice the subject matter approach to this series o:f programs. 
Apparently, the administration of this school feels that most of the areas of 
concern lie within the various academic disciplines. Through these meetings, 
they hope to help parents to know more about the type o:f courses their 
children are taking, or might take in the future. 
A second t)'Pe of parent program is in use at San Bernadino Hith School 
(California). Their four-sided approach includes "junior high school meetings, 
a guided tour of the high school plant, back-to-school night and neighborhood 
coffees. All four programs are used as a systematic attack on the age-old 
problem of communication. "44 
The school officials in San Bernadino have evaluated this program in 
extremely favorable terms: 
A result of this four-pronged approach to orientation has 
been a better understanding of the sohool program by our 
43Charles B. MCKay, "Senior High Orientation for Parents," The School 
Executive, Vol. 77 J No. 11 (July, 1958), p. 36. • 
440. Keith Dolan, itA Positive Approach to Parent Orientation" J '!'he 
Clearinp: House .. Vol. 39. No. 3 __ ",- lMar_ch 196r;). D. h~1. -
" parents ••• ; Of even greater importance, it has given a new high 
school parent immediate contact with the teachers, tt~ counselors, 
and the administrators of San Bernadino High School. . 
This type of program" due to its variety of methods, 'WOuld undoubtedly 
.,~-
appeal to all parents somewhere along the line. It points to the significant 
problem of communication" and attempts to meet it. Without proper cOIlllIIllnica-
tion" the parents' role might be reduced to merely signing forms" thus 
negating a strong source of support for the school and its orientation program. 
In this chapter, several orientation techniques and approaches have been 
discussed. Unfortunately" there is no magic solution. Regardless of the type 
of orientation program used, freshman students will continue to experience 
the same anxieties and encounter the same difficulties. The more adequate the 
orientation program" though, the easier these difficulties Will be to overcome. 
It is the responsibility of the counselors, administrators, teachers, and 
parents to help insure an effective orientation program for all new stUdents. 
\ CHAPTER IV 
.. -
ORIENTATION AT SOUTH SHORE HIGH SCHOOL 
South Shore High Sohool is an urban public school in a racially changing, 
but predominately middle class neighborhood. The student body numbers 
I 
approximately 2,350, with about 250 freshmen attending a nearby branch and 400 
freshmen in the main building. 
lOr these freshmen, pre-admission and orientation aotivities began last 
spring with counselor viei ts to surrounding elementary schools. At these 
meetings, the high school freshman counselor" student, parents, and eighth 
grade teacher discussed matters of joint concern, usually' with emphasis being 
put on selecting what courses the stUdent would take the following year. 
In all Chicago Public Schools, a battery of tests is administered near 
the beginning of the eighth grade. The results of these tests, plus other 
relevant information such as student's past achievement, teachers' and parents' 
recommendations, and facilities of the high school form the basis decisions 
concerning whether the student will be placed in an honors, regular, essentials 
or basic section of a particular course. Other questions about the high 
school which the stUdent or his parents may have are answered at this time. 
This meeting provides an early opportunity for the students to find out 
a few things about high school" and for the counselor to learn a little bit 
about the student. It also serves to introduce the counselor, with the hope 
that the student will not hesitate to consult him the following fall, if the 
need arises. lID 
The next formal step in South Shorets orientation program consists of a 
session during the week prior to the opening of school in September. This 
coincides with similar programs being held in other Chicago public high schools 
during that week. .,~-
In 1962, the Board of Education provided staff and authorized 
a special program of high school orientation, one one day prior to 
the opening of schools for pupils entering high school for the first 
time as well as for other new students. High school principals and 
counselors under the leadership of the district superintendents 
organized assemblies, tours of the schools, and individual interviews 
of new students and their parents. Programs, courses of study, 
school activities, rules and regulations, and other matters of 
concern to new students and their parents were discussed, and efforts 
were made to ;f~liarize the new students with various aspects of the 
high schools. 4 
In attempting to follow these city-wide guidelines, South Shore's 
principal, assistant principal, and counselors set up the following schedule 
for Wednesday, August 31, 1966: 
9:00 A.M. - Assembly for freshmen 
1. Welcome speeches by principal, head teacher at Bradwell 
Branch, president of P.T.A., and representative of Athletic 
Boosters Club. 
2. "The Difference - High School" -by- assistant principal 
3. School regulations - by registrar 
4. "Good study Habi tstt - by- freshman counselor 
,. "Tips on Good School Living" - by faculty adviser to the 
student council 
46chicago Board of Education, Handbook for Counselors (Chicago: Board of 
Education, 1964), p. 33. 
... 
6. . "Student Activiti~s" - by 3 outstanding seniors 
10130 - Registration of non-enrolled freshmen 
(those who had not participated in a spring session) 
Tour of building conducted by Pilots 
(Pilots are a group of outstanding seniors who are selected to aid in 
the orientation day program and to assist the freshman homeroom teachers during 
a large portion of the first semester.) 
12100-3:00 Orientation and registration of transfer students 
Note that this program emphasizes the administration, and provides a 
great deal of information about rules. It also contains idealistic "words of 
wisdomlt about studying. This writer would doubt whether any students, if they 
were not predisposed to study hard, would suddenly do so because of these 
speeches. Also, there 1s a slighting of student views in this program. The 
program was planned entirely without consul t1ng students, and even the three 
seniors are able to present only a limited view. 
At the meeting, the students were presented with a copy of a special 
orientation edition of the Shore Line, the sohool newspaper. This was a joint 
effort by the newspaper staff and the student oounoil, with the finanoial sup-
port ooming from the sohool's general fUnd. It contained articles dealing with 
the various activities, such as the studerrt. council, newspaper, yearbook, 
National Honor Society, R.O.T.O., and athletic teams. A diagram of the school, 
and piotures of the student council officers, last year's talent show, and 
various athletic events were also included. Still another part 0 f the paper 
spotlighted the freshman counselor, discussed the servioes available through 
her office, and editorialized the desirability of sohool suooess. 
F 
The new students were also requested to bring completed medical and 
dental forms, as well as some proof of residence to their homeroom teachers at 
the beginning of school. The Pilots were in charge or colleoting this informa-
tion, then sending it down to the oounselor for checldng and filing in the 
student's folder. 
On the first few days of school, division (homeroom) period, which is 
norma.ll.y ten mirmtes long, was lengthened to fifty and then thirty minutes. 
This allowed more time for the freshman division teachers to do the multitude 
of necessary things, ranging from passing out stUdents' programs to answering 
questions of all sorts. The Pilots were excused from their own divisions and 
were assigned in pairs to help the division teacher perform all the necessary 
tasks. 
At this time, a check was made on those students who had not reported. 
The freshman counselor and the truant officer cooperated to determine whether 
these irriividuals bad moved, enrolled in another high school, were sick, or 
truant. It might be noted that all grade counselors work on an extended 
(lengthened) day schedule for the first two weeks of school to check on any 
missing students. Overtime pay is given for the added hours. 
Approximately three weeks ai'tier the beginning of the new semester, .a 
freshman assembly was held. Following brief welcoming speeches by the 
principal and freshman counselor, the student heads of the major organizations 
and activities spoke. This included the student council, National Honor 
Society, newspaper, yearbook, G.A.A., Lettermen's Club, Cheerleaders, R.O.T.C., 
band and two choruses. They int~dnced their organization, explained its 
fUnction, and, in most cases, discussed prooedures for beooming a member. 
• 
44 
The following day, these organizations and others set up booths in the 
lunchroom and provided student representatives during each of the .five lunch 
periods to answer questions .from interested students. 'While this actually 
appealed to all students, it was pSrticularly planned as a follow-up .from the 
.freshman assembly' and, a~ such, designed to interest .freshmen in becoming a 
part of some school activity. 
This concluded the formal part of the orientation program. There is no 
group guidance class, nor are orientation topics regularly discussed in other 
courses. The only exception is the introduction to the library given jointly 
by the freshman English teachers and librarians. Since everyone is required 
to take English, the .freshman English classes of all tracks are invited, 
individually, to visit the library and learn how to take out books. 
other questions or problems which individual freshmen may still have are 
dealt with by the homeroom teacher,. a Pilot, the counselor, another faculty 
member, or a student friend. Too often, they remain unanswered because the 
student involved does not make the effort to seek out one ot these individuals. 
At South Shore High School, as' ~n manT other Chicago PUblic Schools, 
orientation is not dealt with as a continuing process due to lack of facilities 
and personnel to carr,y it on. Since most stUdents attended elementary schools 
in the area, it is assumed that they have some understanding of what is 
required of a student at that high school. Some incoming students who have 
older friends are well adjusted to high school life before they even set foot 
in the door in September. Some others, unfortunately, never become adjusted, 
resulting in discipline, academic, and emotional problems of some sort. In 




With a conti:rm.ous prooess approach to orientation, some of these problems 
might be alleviated. Certainly, they 'Would not disappear altogether because 
.. --
no syatem is a magic oure-all. But, the present, traditional system tries to 
do too muoh in too short a time, leaving loose ends for various staff members 
to try to pick up. 
:.rl 
CHAPrER V 
ROLE OF VARIOUS SCHOOL OFFICIALS 
It should be apparent by now that conducting a thorough, effective 
orientation program requires the cooperation of all members of the high school 
staff, relevant individuals from surrounding elementary schools, parents, and 
students. It cannot be done by any one individual, no matter how capable he is 
Unfortunately, there are some schools which shift the burden of orienta-
tion onto the shoulders of one individual, usually the principal, guidance 
director, or freshman counselor. Certainly, these staff members play key 
roles, but they should not carr" the entire responsibility • 
. The problem of dividing this task of planning and carrying out orientatio 
is not an easy one to solve. Because of the wide variety of waY'S of planning 
orientation programs, there is a corresponding variety of responsibility 
divisions. 
Prinoipal 
Almost every such s;ystem inoludes the principal or ohiet administrato~. 
His role, however, may range from merely giving a speeoh at an assembly all the 
way to directing a major part of the program. To eome extent, this is 
governed by the size of the school, type of guidance program, school philosophy 
and other similar faotors. 
46 
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In almost all cases" his name appears on all printed material (handbooks" 
forms" etc.) which indicates he has given at least tacit approval to such 
activities. In some situations" he may have had an active role in the produc-
tion of such materials. 
~t functions should the principal perform? What roles should he play 
in orientation? This depends on his overall function as an administrator in 
situations. Certainly" he is a representative of the entire administrative 
wing of the school. Too often, this gives students the idea that he is 
associated only with enforcing rules. Frequently" this opinion is based on the 
fact that the principal may be the one to whom the orientation duty of ex-
plaining rules is delegated. 
While this may fall under his jurisdiction" it should not be his sole 
fUnction during orientation" largely because it is not his sole fUnction in the 
normal day-to-day conduoting of his activities. A booklet which is received 
by all eighth grade students in the Chicago Public Schools states I "The school 
principal supervises. all of these guidance workers and will be glad to talk 
over special problems with you and your parents. n47 Imagine the surprise of 
these students" then, when the principal sternly discusses rules at the 
orientation assembly, without saying much elsel Therefore, this writer feels 
that other sui table functions of the principal might include assisting in 
plans, welcoming students and parents, and trying to create good relations at 
the outset. 
47Chicago Board of Eduoatio~! What Next for the Eighth Grade Graduate 
(Chicago I Board of Education, 1904), p. 6. 
*' 
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In 8J11&ller schools, the principal may find himself performing essentially 




Teachers are an important source of orientation support, but are over-
looked too frequently. They deal with the students on a regular, daily basis 
and, thus, are in a potentially good position to aid the new stUdent in 
becoming oriented, and to help him solve any problems which may develop. To do 
this, an understanding attitude is required. McDaniel states: 
Reliable facts on student needs are not'obtained by guesswork in an 
isolated office, but must be derived from systematic studies based 
on sound techniquest from intensive personal contacts, from listen-
ing and observing, from examining, synthesizing, and drawing 
inferences from the. comprehensive data provided Da a fUll scale 
application of methods for studying individuals.4 
Teachers, therefore, must not (and usually do not) stick to their own 
office or to only those matters which pertain directly to the subject matter 
they teach. They are in a position to establish and maintain good rapport with 
their students. In this way, the alert teacher can realize when orientation 
problems are developing and take steps, either directly or indirectly, to 
alleviate them. 
In some schools with highly developed, continuous orientation programs, 
entire courses are planned to help orient new stUdents. Sometimes, this is 
part of the group guidance program, if one is in existence. In other si tu-
ations, orientation units are included in freshman English, social studies, or 
48Henry B. McDaniel, Guidance in the Modern School (New York: Henry Holt 
and Company, Inc., 1956), p. 367. 
-
physical education olasses. In both of these sets of oircumstanoes, 
then assnmes a orucia1 role in the total sohool orientation program. 
49 
In other situations, he is usually more easily accessible than a 
counselor or administrator. Htt~st, therefore, be ready to help, and not 
say unoategorically, "I'm too busy" or USee your counselor" when a confu.s 
student confronts him with a question or problem. 
Because they are so close to the student, teaohers 
when plans are made for orientation. Too often, the only teachers who are 
asked to participate are those who will have freshman homerooms or who 
such activities as the student councilor school newspaper. 
looks many potentially excellent faculty sources. 
Counselor 
Another oritical partioipant in the orientation program is the 
He should be involved in all phases of the program. 
students are still in the eighth grade. At that time, "the highschool 
selor can serve as a resource person, answering questions and dispelling 
false impressions that exist. ,,49 This is the first time he greets MS 
potential oounse1ees, and he should aim to create a good first impression. 
'When 631 Jlinnesota eighth graders were asked about the origin of 
views of the high school counselor, the results were as follows: 
49norothy T. Bell, "Group Guidance in Eighth Grade", .-Th_e.;...;....;.....;..;...;..;.Ioi ............ 
Vol. 39, No. 2 (Oct., 1964), p. 83. 
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Sources ~ Girls iotal Grou~ 
N % N % 
1. Counselor dis- 317 100 302 96 620 98 
cussing his ser-
vices- in a visit .--
to my class 
2. Actually talking 221 70 212 68 433 69 
with counselor 
3. The student hand- 229 72 207 66 436 69 
book 
4. The counselor 210 66 188 60 390 63 
meeting the en-
tire grade 
5. Information from 199 63 184 59 383 61 
teachers 
Other sources mentioned in this study included experiences with other 
counselors, talking with other students, and talking with parents or brothers 
and sisters. ISO 
Thus, a great deal of preliminary' groundwork can be laid b)" the 
counselor if he gives thought to what he is doing when he meets with the 
eighth graders. If the)" accept him as a source of help, the)" will more readiJ., 
seek out his services the following year, if the need arises. FUllmer points 
out thatz 
The counselor should not miss the opportunity to be of service and to 
explain what counseling can do. First impressions are important in 
the continuing relationship the counselor hopes to build. Youngsters 
will formulate their first impressions of the counselor and 
50James R. Brough, "Sources of Student Perceptions of the Role of the 
Counselor", The Personnel and Guidance Journal, XLIII, No.6 (Feb., 1965), 
p.·598. 
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counseling on the basis ot the adequacy and quality ot the service 
he provides. They are discriminating and will not gracefully 
tolerate uninspired, inept service.~~ 
This matter ot first impressions could apply to either the eighth grade 
.. ,-
visitation or to the first days ot school in September, depending on the type 
ot program involved. Whenever it occurs, it is an important first step tor 
both counselor and student. 
As early as possible, the counselor should acquaint himselt with any 
available information about the students. -With this background, he will be 
more qualified to understand the stUdents t concerns and advise relevant steps 
toward solutions. 
The treshman counselor should also play a key role in the planning of the 
overall school orientation program. Actually, both the counselor and the 
orientation program aim tor similar ends - a well adjusted student. Thus, the 
counselor should be an excellent reference, as well as an active participant. 
It group guidance classes or units are planned as part ot the contimrlng 
orientation process, the counselor t;ypically is called upon either to conduct 
them or to serve as a resource person. Thus, he has another opportunity to 
meet with the class as a group, as well as with certain individuals or smaller 
sub-groups. He also has a chance to include what he perceives as relevant 
topics in the discussion series. It group guidance is not a regular, c1ass-
wide part ot the program, the counselor might wish to visit the various freshma 
homerooms near the beginning of the year in order to develop closer rapport 
51Danie1 W. PUllmer and Harold W. Bernard, Counseling: Content and 
Process (Chicago: Science Research ASSOCiates, Inc., 1964), p. 93. 
,2 
with the students, and to inform them of various counseling services about 
which they may not be aware. 
Many of the concerns which prompt freshmen to visit the counselor during 
the first weeks of school have their origin in aspects of orientation. The 
more thorough and effective the orientation program is, the fewer problems of 
that type that will tend to occur among new stUdents. 
Upperclass Students 
Upperclass students are a fine potential source in planning and carrying 
out an orientation program, but one that is ignored far too frequently_ In his 
list of desirable features of an orientation program, Knapp includes as the 
first point: "Students of the receiving school took an active part. n52 Hatch, 
Dressel am Costar state that: 
Every opportunity should be provided for students and student groups 
to conduct their own orientation'activities. The normal willingness 
of adolescents to participate wholeheartedly in activities of this ;':l 
type tends to increase the effectiveness of the orientation program. ~ 
Despite these opinions, the studentts role in orientation programs has 
traditionally been limited to guiding new stUdents around the school, or giving 
speeches about student activities. What a waste of resources! This writer 
feels that responsible stUdents should also be involved in several other ways, 
such as serving on planning committees. Since they are closer in age to those 
52Robert Knapp, Practical Guidance Methods for counse1ors
A 
Teachers, and 
Administrators (New York: lleGraw-Hill Book Company, 1953), p. 1. 
53 Raymond N. Hatch, Paul L. Dressel, and James W. Costar, Guidance 
Services in the Secondary School (Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown Company, 1963), 
p. 91. 
being oriented than the school staff members, they are in a good position to 
give their ideas on what would be effective or on how 'students might react to 
various suggested activities or programs • 
.. ,-
It should be accepted that, in conjunction with the school's formal 
orientation program, an in~or.mal, student-run orientation is also taking place. 
Older friends and relatives are only too eager to pass on all sorts of informa-
tion to the new students. Through "the grapevine", tips about teachers, 
procedures, activities, etc. are freely passed -- and sometimes distorted. 
Thus, the administrator, teacher, counselor, and student must serve as a 
oooperative team in an effective orientation program. Each has a role to play, 
and must undertake that role earnestly in order for the new student to obtain 
the most benefit from the school's orientation program, and in order for him to 
start his high school career in the most positive, well adjusted fashion. 
.... sstmm''''. It $ '$I 7 7. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
Since virtually eve'r7 high school includes an orientation program of some 
sort as part of their total guidance program, it would seem that they would 
want to make it as effective as possible. Certainly, the incoming students 
and the school in general have a great deal to gain from a well organized, 
meaningful orientation. 
~ is it, then, that some schools persist in merely going through the 
motions of orientation? In the opinion of this writer, the major problems 
concern confusion of goals and means of reaching them, as well as a lack of 
administrative training in orientation planning. As a result, some haphazard 
programs result. 
What can be done about it? NO governmental agency can threaten to with-
hold funds until this is corrected) no school accreditation council can apply 
sanctions} no certifications can be revoked. These procedures while drastic, 
have been used in the past (and are being used in the pesent) to force the 
correction of other school deficiencies. None of them can be. applied in 
correcting orientation procedures, even in cases of severe, crucial de-
ficiencies. 
What is needed is more concern by school staff members about the 
ramifications of their actions. Many do not realize how important it is that 
they do a complete job of orienting new stUdents. 
54 
ss 
Most ot the administrators and counselors have had some contact with a 
variety of texts in their respective fields. This writer has tound numerous 
instances in which these texts dismissed the entire topic of orientation in a 
few brief paragraphs, completely ignoring the tact that these programs must 
vary according to the type of school involved. 
Thus, those planning orientation programs often use a trial-and-error 
type ot approach. The students can only sufter this way. 
The question, then, seems to be better means ot education in this area 
tor those who are involved in the orientation program. Schools or school 
districts should make more effective provisions for in-service programs to ac-
quaint those involved with more progressive methods. Authors of textbooks in-
guidance or administration areas should emphasize this area more than is too 
often the case at present. Education courses in universities should pay more 
attention to this area in their discussions of guidance services, or in teacher 
or administrative training. 
Most of all, though, administrators and counselors should pay more 
attention to what kind of orientation program their students are receiving, 
and how meaningful it is. Orientation is not the magic solution to all 
problems but, when carefully planned and executed, it can alleviate many need-
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